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Now we are in the information age, computer technology and the rapid
development of Internet technology, people's lives, learning all aspects of the work
has been unable to lack of computers and the Internet. Bringing computer technology,
Internet technology and communications technology to the field of education to
promote education reform is an important task in line with social trends of modern
technology. Today, there has been a lot of teaching mode network curriculum on the
Internet. However, the existing websites of Excellent Course can't meet the needs of
information educational. Therefore, it is extremely urgent to build a modern teaching
pattern which will adapt to the developing economy and technology in higher
education institutions, to intensify the reform of education and improve the quality of
teaching.
In order to give service to the teachers and students , and according to the
contents of teaching and the requirements of applying featured course, a
multi-disciplinary, multi-level, opening course center with high manageability and
more interactions, based on SSH architecture is designed and implemented. This
system is aimed to enhance the communication between the teacher and student. A
completed management system is also constructed to rebuild the structure of user
group and redefine their duty and responsibility.
First, the importance of this system is discussed, according to the present
situation and existing disadvantage of current course website. Then the architecture of
J2EE, the framework of SSH and the technologies of Ajax are introduced. In the
foundation of feasible technologies, the requirement analysis and the functional
module division of this system are designed, by using the method and concept of
object oriented. The back-stage management subsystem module of the school, the
back-stage management subsystem module of the academy and the subsystem module
of the student are described. Then according to the implementation and workflow of
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